
 
Urban regeneration as the driving force of economic recovery 
Casco Vello of Vigo: a project in progress 

The revival of the so-called Casco Vello of Vigo can only be seen as a “work in process” that 
still has a long way to run despite the progress made in the last years that allows speaking of a 
qualitative perception of change. 

The Casco Vello is the origin of the city known today as the administrative centre of a dynamic, 
functional area. It is not very big, there are not many buildings –approximately seven hundreds 
according to the Special Plan records, and its architecture is not monumental. Despite its old 
age, Vigo is a new city that only acquired de condition of city when the surrounding villages of 
Baiona, Bouzas or Redondela began to decline.  

At the beginning of the 20th century, Vigo had 22,000 inhabitants approximately, most of them 
living –as they do at present, in the different parishes this 101-km2 municipality is divided into. 

The fortified town lost its wall, just like many other Spanish ones, during the years of the First 
Republic (1861). In this period, the first urban expansion area was conceived; a nineteenth-
century expansion on land reclaimed from the sea and facing a prosperous port. The Casco 
Vello began to be seen as it really is; an uncomfortable place to live, a remainder of the original 
fishing life. The opening of new roads such as the currently known as Elduayen Street split the 
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ABSTRACT:  
Neglected for many years, the so-called Casco Vello of Vigo went through a process of serious 
deterioration since it was occupied by marginal, even problem people. This led not only to the 
decadence of its architecture but also to a deep deterioration of its social and economic tissue. 

The Consortium, created by the local and regional governments, has started a process of urban 
regeneration as a comprehensive action, i.e. from building restoration to infrastructure renova-
tion.  

We are interested in seeing how urban regeneration has the capacity to transform a situation that 
was considered irremediable. In the case of Vigo, activity has come back gradually; to the city 
limits first and spreading to other areas later. This is because building restoration has included 
ground-floor business premises. Private and public institutions go more and more for this area 
and the effects of this are being made visible –e.g. the Museum of Painting and specialized ser-
vices. 



city into two. The urban continuum constructed by aggregation was broken and the social seg-
mentation and differences that are still visible today appeared. 
 

    

                                     

1 CASCO VELLO 

The Casco Vello adapts to the difficult topography on which it is settled under two military de-
fence castles: Saint George and Saint Sebastian. The former is still visible and its enclosure is 
complete, whereas there are only some walls of the latter left in a green area that constitutes a 
real viewpoint over the bay, being is ignored by the people from Vigo. The Casco Vello is a 
group of huddled buildings as shown on Coello’s plan of 1856. Taboada Leal states that in 
1840, 2,767 people lived inside the fortified area. In the absence of other data, this can be con-
sidered its maximum occupation which today seems unattainable and even undesirable, given 
the size of the unit lots that make hard to imagine how such a number of people could live there 
under very precarious living conditions.  

Although it is not a monumental group –as mentioned above, its architecture based on well-
worked stone even in the humblest homes is very interesting and shows a great variety of types, 
given the continuity of the occupation and its construction on itself over a long period of time 
from the first settlements in the 15th century on. Basically, today most buildings have two floors, 
are constructed in depth, and the “lareiras” (traditional fireplaces) constitute the centre of the 
home. The stonework was really good.  

The most popular and picturesque buildings were located in the Berbés area, next to the sea, 
where fishermen used to live. The elegant houses were located around Constitución square and 
Real Street, where the local bourgeoisie and noblesse used to live. In general, the façades are the 
elements that changed most; they usually have two or three openings, they were initially smooth 
but later good railing balconies were added and then replaced by covered balconies or even such 
covered balconies were added to a third floor. Arcades were related to the fish-selling activity in 
the Berbés area, and related to trade activities at Constitución square.  

We must insist upon the fact that the value of the Casco Vello is not based on its architecture –
we just have to see other cities next to Vigo such as Pontevedra or Orense, but on its urban net-
work of narrow and labyrinth streets that go up the hillside, turn into stairs or into small widen-
ing, real squares without a defined geometry when they run parallel to the level bends, paved 
with stone. The continuity of the vertical and horizontal planes is only interrupted by the sky 
that can be sighted in their narrow sections. A motley neighbourhood that was once full of life 
until its decline began as new urban expansion areas were constructed with buildings of better 
living conditions that the increase in the income level made affordable. 

 



    
 

    
 

The activity began to disappear gradually in the 1950’s and more quickly in the 1970’s, when 
the town hall left Constitución Square and the most dynamic activities were established in the 
Paseo de Alfonso-Elduayen-Policarpo Sanz-García Barbón area. 

This way, a decadence period that was once considered irreversible started; the population 
gradually grew old and an increasingly underprivileged population occupied the buildings, 
reaching a clear situation of social exclusion. The traditional prostitution in the upper area was 
soon joined by drugs and squatters, to the extent that many buildings were bricked up offering a 
perturbing image, besides the lack of safety that made people avoid walking on the streets. 

Such social degradation together with the abandonment of buildings forced their increasing de-
terioration. The lack of maintenance because of the loss of their economic value took the build-
ings to the ruin level that can be still seen in all its streets at present. 

2 INTERVENTION INITIATIVES 

Under such situation, a first initiative arises with the approval of the Urban Regeneration Spe-
cial Plan in 1981, a plan that catalogues and establishes protection categories for each building, 
more aimed at a physical restoration rather than at the comprehensive action that was already 
required. The authorities neglected the situation and this favoured the disappearance of interest-
ing buildings and the identity of the maritime front, such as the Continental hotel or the A Laxe 
market, which were replaced by buildings of questionable architectural quality acting as a 
screen in their view from the sea. Such replacement only served to break the balance and har-
mony in some areas of the Casco Vello.  

The Casco Vello counted on an Urban Programme that was finished in 1999 and allowed to try 
a comprehensive management model according to the European Union guidelines, resulting in 
the renovation of great part of the public space (24,000 m2), and in the construction of buildings 
that are currently in use: Casa de Ames, two community centres, the new market of A Pedra, the 
House of the Galician Culture, the Central Library, the restoration of some façades and the pro-
motion of the economic activity with the establishment of business premises that were later 
closed because the transformation of the social tissue was neglected. 

The Casco Vello Consortium was created in 2005 with the participation of the Department of 
Housing (90%) and the City council of Vigo (10%). The Consortium is aimed at reactivating the 
activity in the Casco Vello from several frontlines; on the one hand, the direct management of 
the actions, including the expropriation of abandoned buildings and their restoration for renting 
purposes, the management of financial support to private owners whether as regards the restora-



tion of their homes or the establishment of business premises, and at the same time carrying out 
studies for implementing other actions.  

                               
 

                               
 

     
 

The Casco Vello was declared Heritage of Cultural Interest as Historic-Artistic Site in February 
2006, one year before the Plan Especial de Reforma Interior (PEPRI)1 was definitively approved 
in April 2007. This way, the field of action in the Casco Vello is clarified through a catalogue 
that details building by building and includes a thorough specification of the potential actions 
based on three criteria that are not always consistent with each other: 1) protection, 2) densifica-
tion as a criterion for economic assessment and therefore the encouragement of actions, and 3) 
incorporation of measures for improving the living conditions of the houses, not only through 
the implementation of compulsory regulation, but also the definition of inside alignments creat-
ing block courtyards. Such block courtyards mean the transformation of primitive typologies, 
neglect the real protection, and are unfeasible in many cases due to the characteristics of the ex-
isting buildings, the condition and occupation level of which make it impossible except on the 
very long term.  

Anyway, this is the planning instrument to work with and, under the Consortium’s boosting ac-
tion that works by wide areas and is gradually involving the private initiative, slowly makes the 
transformation of the neighbourhood possible. There is a complementary element that would 
demand an independent study: the Technical Inspection of Buildings, which should lead to a 
quick improvement of the buildings that are still not in ruins, but this is difficult to do given the 
poor financial situation of many owners of the buildings.  

The Casco Vello has been declared Area of Comprehensive Renovation, so it has access to the 
Housing and Renovation State Plan 2007-2012, which already stresses on the development of a 
new model of intervention that favours “urban recycling” as an instrument of transformation of 
the city against its own growth. On the other hand, the concept of renovation as an activity fo-

                                                      
1 Spanish legal denomination for the urban plan in historial areas, includes protection and renovation. 



cused on the recovery of historical centres because their heritage value has been overcome when 
speaking about comprehensive urban renovation. According to such Plan: “Urban renovation is 
the one that, in a joint and coordinated manner, takes the environmental recovery, the building 
and urban renovation, and the improvement of the social and economic conditions of the citi-
zens into account”. Although the concept of sustainability is not directly mentioned, the truth is 
that the statement implicitly assumes the European Territorial Strategy, understanding the con-
cept of sustainability beyond the preservation of the environment. This resulted in the Urban 
Initiative 2007-2013 for the comprehensive urban regeneration, aimed at “setting up innovative 
strategies of urban regeneration that, by means of a comprehensive approach that includes so-
cial, economic and environmental aspects, can favour a sustainable urban development”. 
 

     
 

                                        

3 PRESENT SITUATION 

Speaking about urban regeneration means speaking about a process on a very long term, espe-
cially if we consider the situation of the district we are dealing with. According to the data from 
the PEPRI, there are 708 buildings and 2,139 homes of which only 1,206 are occupied. Conse-
quently, 30% of buildings is in bad condition; 80 buildings are in ruins and 150 are at risk, and 
such situation is only worsening excepting for some punctual actions carried out. We must add 
the old age of its inhabitants, the low income levels, the presence of squatters, the detection of 
overcrowding, and the visible state of social exclusion in some areas that generates a lack of 
safety and detracts from the attractiveness of the district.  

Does speaking about economic reactivation make sense in this context? It should be possible, 
and everything points to this being achieved according to the experience in other latitudes. De-
spite it is not a long time since actions are being systematically carried out, the changes are al-
ready noticeable. It is clear that the economic activity needs a field for its development and this 
has very much to do with the adaptation of the space –whether public spaces or existing or 
adaptable business premises, with safety in the streets, the attractiveness of the urban scene and, 
last but not least, the liveliness of the streets, i.e. people walking in the area in order to obtain 
services or simply for aesthetic pleasure. The liveliness of a neighbourhood favours the attrac-
tion of both residents and tourists that visit the city in an increasing number, all of them looking 
for urban quality, history and services, and at the same time being potential consumers that were 
dissuaded by the degradation of the district. 

Maybe it is convenient now to do a small SWOT analysis; its intuitive and clear character al-
lows viewing the reality we are facing under such situations. Weaknesses, Threats, Strengths 
and Opportunities allow defining a framework of actions and seeing its possibilities of success, 
and at the same time verifying the recent progress without going into quantitative assessments 
given the short time elapsed since actions are being carried out in depth. 



3.1 WEAKNESSES 
Following the Spanish order, we must first consider the many weaknesses that mostly rise from 
the fact that people do not accept it as an identity space of the collective memory. The quick de-
velopment of Vigo made that only in 1993, 50% of the inhabitants were born in this city. This is 
why too many people are not familiar with the Casco Vello, which is seen by most of them as an 
inhospitable, even dangerous district excepting at its border areas. 

    
 

- As regards the tools used, we just have to speak about the lack of consensus in the proc-
essing of the PEPRI and the lack of mainstreaming in its elaboration leaving out the 
agents involved, who therefore do not see this project as theirs, besides their tacit distrust 
towards the government given the lack of reaction over many years.  

- The delay in granting the corresponding licenses complicates and lengthens the process, 
and as a result of this, actions are given up or postponed. 

- The lack of a monumental architecture demands an effort in the improvement of the ur-
ban scene in order to make those values that are the essence of the Casco Vello be per-
ceived: its urban weave, the attentiveness in the discovery of a way of living still present 
in the building typologies or in the stonework. 

- At the same time, such buildings that housed spaces for living but not for working are an 
obstacle for creating the liveliness that must characterize urban life. They are building 
types mostly exclusively designed as homes. On the other hand, plots are very small, thus 
limiting the possibilities of the activities to be established. 

- The high degree of deterioration reached by the buildings demands a very strong financial 
effort and the recovery process evidences the existence of unbuilt plots or plots that have 
been precariously built from ruins which are hard to maintain, and detracts from the con-
tinuity of the urban image in a difficult coexistence.  

- Another situation to be considered is the rather sociological than physical barrier created 
by Elduayen Street and the clear difference between the upper area and the lower area, 
which minimizes the opportunities for the upper area. 

- It is important to highlight the scarce adaptation of the premises to the social and eco-
nomic characteristics of the neighbourhood; there are just one religious shelter and one 
kindergarten, the old people’s home was closed and the Gota de Leche building is wait-
ing for be given an use. 

- The scarce public space, excepting for Constitución and Princesa squares, since the Ber-
bés area –the beach at which fishermen used to arrive in the past, can be considered a 
failed space. 

- The feeble intervention of private enterprises. 
- The existence of very big areas such as Panificadora and Barrio del Cura, “terrains 

vagues” that negatively affect the recovery of the district. 

3.2 THREATS 
Speaking about threats as external factors in the case of the Casco Vello seems excessive; there 
are no clear threats, excepting in the collective subconscious. The buildings restored by the 
Consortium have exceptional constructive and design conditions, and awards follow one an-
other. Even though, young couples are reluctant to raise their children under such safety condi-
tions. Its bad reputation, especially in the upper area, keep away the people with capacity to re-
generate the neighbourhood, changing the profile of the demographic pyramid and contributing 
a higher education and income level together with more urban cultural and social demands. 



The existence of drugs is a threat itself, as well as the drug addicts linked to the Drug Depend-
ence Centre that is the door of the upper area. They spread over higher-quality places such as 
Princesa square, translating their problems and disputes and corrupting a qualified central and 
busy space. However, the greatest problem is not this, but the distribution of drugs and the con-
trol of the space by the dealers. 

Another threat could be the persistence of the recession that prevents from renting houses and 
repeats the ownership model, thus miscarrying the desirable population mobility that could 
guarantee a greater social permeability. The first flats put in the market by the Consortium were 
sold instead of rented.  

Another conflict is the existence of road traffic despite the unsuitability of the streets, the indis-
criminate parking, and the non-compliance with the loading and unloading hours, which hinder 
the perception and enjoying of the existent public space. The latter lacks the conditions to exer-
cise its main function: a space for relation and coexistence, acting as a support and reinforce-
ment of the other activities. 

3.3 STRENGTHS 
 
However, once the first challenges are overcome, we may say that the Casco Vello begins to 
show strengths and opportunities that were not so visible before, although they were latent. Per-
haps the most remarkable strength of the Casco Vello is its central position as well as its far-
from-negligible position related to the port. Although it will be hard to deprive Príncipe-Urzáiz-
Gran Vía streets of their shopping activity, or Policarpo Sanz-García Barbón streets of their 
condition of tertiary space were banks and offices are located, there are already signs of ap-
proach or change, such as the Association of Building Developers and Constructors moving to 
Real Street, or the starting of works for the Registrars to move to the same street, or the recov-
ery of Constitución Square to celebrate traditional festivals such as Mardi Grass or recreational 
activities in summer. 

There are also other aspects to be considered such as the increased land value as a consequence 
of the improvement of the district that is already becoming evident. Although we must not obvi-
ate the danger of “gentrification” that a rise in prices and a greater attractiveness may generate, 
to the detriment of the social variety that once characterized the Casco Vello.  

3.4 OPPORTUNITIES 
 

The port and the inclusion of Vigo in the route of big cruises, with an increasing number of pas-
sengers that spend at least one day in Vigo have more immediate effects. This means 250,000 
passengers and 97,000 crew people arriving every year at the port, with an important peak in 
spring and summer. There are people with a spending capacity of some 30-50 euro per day and 
person and, more important, with the capacity of spreading the interest of the city. The problem 
is that, as far as the qualities of the Casco Vello are not improved, and excepting the established 
Port-Collegiate church-Constitución square-Puerta del Sol higher-quality route, the topography 
and the feeling of danger dissuade the tourists from staying there, so they go to other areas in 
the city thus eliminating the possibility of consuming in the Casco Vello, which has a repercus-
sion in its economic reactivation.  

Other factors to be considered are the degree of urbanisation attained, even though it affects a 
reduced area, the set up of a microbus to improve the internal mobility, and initiatives such as 
the Berbés-Castle of Saint Sebastian stairs which are still being planned.  

Another positive factor to be considered are the car parks at its Puerta del Sol-Berbés ends, 
which should favour an intense pedestrianisation compatible with resident service policies, since 
although residents demand car parks inside the Casco Vello, it is unfeasible, given the dimen-



sions of the plots and the street sections. On the other hand, the admission of vehicles is only 
justified by the tough topography that dissuades from walking and in no case by the dimensions 
of the Casco Vello.  

The existence of a privileged space such as Paseo de Alfonso, with a relevant spatiality due to 
its open character and a practically restored quality-architecture, is a viewpoint over the bay and 
a door for the renovated high area in the future.  

The Casco Vello Consortium is a guarantee in the recovery process of the Casco Vello through 
clear strategies such as the concentration of actions in the most deteriorated areas, acting by 
complete areas such as Abeleira Menéndez-Ferrería-Subida Castelo. This way, not very great 
actions have an important influence in both the recovery of the social tissue and the value en-
hancement of new routes in the Casco Vello, such as the access to O Castro hill, the par-
excellence park of the city and viewpoint over the impressive landscape of the bay, thus becom-
ing a must-route that would indirectly favour the shopping activity. 

All the same, the action that could have a greater influence in the economic reactivation is the 
policy of services spreading in the Casco Vello, first located at the border area and Constitución 
square such as the House of the Galician Culture, the Central Library and the Health Centre, and 
then extending the area of implementation with quality and city-scale services such as the 
Camŏens Foundation or the Fernandez del Riego’s picture gallery. This is complemented by the 
establishment of private initiatives such as the APEC’s headquarters or the establishment of the 
headquarters of the Illas Atlánticas Park by the Galician government (Xunta de Galicia), or 
maintaining others such as the city’s reference market of Berbés or A Pedra market.  

Other services such as the Museum of Photography and the Property Registrars headquarters 
will be coming soon. This gives the possibility of enhancing the value of greater routes such as 
Collegiate church-Berbés, one of the most emblematic spaces in the city and its origin too, 
which is at present under a process of façade renovation after the failed results of the urbanisa-
tion of its front through the Abrir Vigo al Mar (Opening Vigo to the Sea) project. This way, 
Real Street will be recovered as the district’s main street. 

There are other circumstances such as the maintenance, although with a residual character, of 
the traditional shops such as the basket-makers in the street of the same name, and a varied hotel 
and restaurant offer acting as an complementary attraction element together with a more special-
ized commerce, from accessories to wine stores or wine bars, art galleries or professional of-
fices.  

4 CONCLUSION 

At present, we can speak about an incipient economic recovery in the area, which turns the 
Casco Vello into a lab where to verify the validity of the policies of intervention in the historic 
centres. We can then state that strategies of action looking beyond the simple recovery of fa-
çades with the dramatization and museumization of the urban space, incorporating new popula-
tion through a restoration that stresses on the living conditions and the construction and design 
quality, together with the protection of heritage, improving the environmental quality of the dis-
trict through urbanization, and the establishment of quality services as an element of social co-
hesion, mean the possibility of economic reactivation in an area that was declining in the past 
through the creation of more sustainable spaces. 

This restoration process must, within a comprehensive proposal, encourage small isolated ac-
tions (micro-urbanism) involving multiple agents, always integrated in a strategy based on an 
overview capable of provoking a change not only in the perception of space but in the contribu-
tion of new population capable of influence by creating positive synergies in the neighbourhood.  



The concentration of cranes today in the Casco Vello shows how in recession times adequate in-
tervention policies can preserve and boost the historic centres not only as identity spaces but as 
central spaces of economically active life. 
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